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Some

Applications
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(Local)

Cauchy-Fantappie
Problems

on

Forms

~b.

JEAN-PIERRE ROSAY

Introduction.

Integrals kernels are well known as efficient tools to extend ab-closed
forms, given on the boundary of some domain in Cn, to a-closed forms (or,
which is closely related, to solve db, or to solve 8 and a with given support).
It is not so well known that they can be used for the local version of this
problem, for wider purposes than done in [8], pp. 89-90 (and, it seems to
me, in an easier way). It is the aim of this paper to illustrate the possibilities which arise from a systematic use of vanishing Cauchy-Fantappie
kernels, a fact already much used in [8], from which this paper is much
inspired.
In Part 0, we recall basic facts about Cauchy-Fantappie forms ([8], [7]),
in particular to set the notations. But this provides us with an opportunity
to make some rather trivial remarks, to be used later. These remarks will
reveal the principles of the proofs.
Part I deals with the systematic writing of a ab-closed (0, q) form defined
on some real hypersurface of Cn as the «jump » between two 9-closed forms.
This is first done locally (Proposition 1) and then when the localization is
done just in the first variable (Proposition 2). These first results are obtained without convexity hypothesis, and for 0 q n. Proposition 2’ speciahzes the conclusion of Proposition 2 under pseudo-convexity hypothesis,
and for q n - 3 gives extensions with vanishing properties. Although the
results of Propositions 1 and 2 are, to a large extent, included in the results
of [2] (cf. 1.0, below) we believe that Proposition 2’ is new.
The techniques of Part I allow one to solve some ab problems. In
Part II, I did not try to give the most general results that one can get this
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way. Rather, I preferred to discuss just two cases, giving an illustration
of the method before getting submerged by the notations and technical

hypotheses.
PROPOSITION 3.

(I) let E

Let Sn be the unit sphere in C".

be the open set in

Sn defined by the condition z1

Let g be a smooth j,-elosed form de f ined on I.
I f I q n - 3, there exists u a smootja (0, q -1) form defined
verifying db u = g.
(II)

Let Z’ be the open set in

Let g be a smooth
exists u a smooth (0, q

1.
on

E

Sn defined by the condition z1
&#x3E; 1/2.
1/2 .
[zi[&#x3E;

d,,-closed form defined on E’. If
- -1) f orm on 27’ verifying: db’lt =

q

n - 2, there

g.

REMARK. Of course in (I) and (II) the case q = n - 1 is quite hopeless
since we meet the Lewy non solvability phenomenon.
And for (I), it is not difficult to construct a smooth Jb-closed (0, n - 2)
form g such that the equation ibu - g cannot be solved. Indeed, the function l/z2 defined on E r) {Z3===
zn = 0 1cannot be extended as a Jb-closed
function on E, since it would then extend as a holomorphic function on
the unit ball in the space fz, - 01. This, as is well known (see [10] in the
case of the J operator), gives rise to a non solvable J, problem.
The second topic discussed in II is treated much in the perspective of
yielding local results. Proposition 4 gives local solutions of the equation
Jbu - g under rather weak pseudo-convexity hypotheses. The precise statement, being slightly technical, is only given later. Kernels allow one to
deduce local results from the global results of J. Kohn [11].
...

=
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Part 0. -

Notations,

basic facts.

0.1. - Notations. If Q is a domain in Cn its boundary will be denoted.
by b,s2. If z E Cn, z1, ... , zn will always denote the coordinates of z.
Let 27 be a piece of a real C1 hypersurface in Cn, given, as usual, by a
defining function t) (27 == {p 0}. and the normal is oriented towards tho
=

region where 9

&#x3E;

0).
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A section S(I, z) of the Leray bundle is, for z varying in some open set
which does not meet E and varying in E, a n-tuple of continuously
differentiable functions S(C, z)
(81(C, z),..., Sn(C, z)), on which the fundamental hypothesis is:
=

Associated with S is the kernel:

The kernel Ks is often decomposed into components cua, of degree
(n-q-1) in I and q in i, Oqn-1. If B(I, z)
(li - ii , ... , %n - in)
-

the kernel obtained is the Bochner-Martinelli kernel.
2.2. - Jump Formula. If g is a given (0, q) form on E, say continuous
and compactly supported, the Bochner-Martinelli transform is:

(In case 27 is

the boundary of some bounded set Q, g+ is the BochnerMartinelli transform on Q and g- is this transform outside Q.) Of course,
just the component of K of degree (n - q - 1) in t and q in z is relevant.
Now g appears to be, mod je, the jump between g- and g+, cf. [8].
To be more precise: for instance, if 27 and g are C° it has been proved
in [7] that g+ (resp. g-) extends smoothly on {e:&#x3E;O} (resp. {eO}) and that
on 27 (ie{e
C}) one has g g+ - g- mod de, which means that there
exists a C°° (0, q -1 ) form h on 1: such that g
g+ - g- + (áe!Bh).
=

=

=

REMARK. It is perfectly clear that this jump phenomenon is a very
local question about singular integrals.
I mean the following: fix some point ’oE 1: and W a neighborhood of
’0 in Cn. Consider a section S(C, z) defined on (27x ( W - 1:)). Assume that S
and B coincide on (E n W) X (W -.E) and that S extends as a smooth
function of (I, z) on (E x W) outside the diagonal (I
z}. Then define g:1:
and
formula
smoothness results
using gs instead of K B . Near Co, the jump
still hold, and one can drop the hypothesis that g is compactly supported if
the relevant com p onent o f K, is compactly supported in the C variable.
=
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2.3. - Homotop
Lemma.

y

Formula.

For convenience let

us

write this formula

as a

LEMMA 1. Let

81(" z) and 82(" z) be sections of the Leray bundle defined
neighborhood of some point z and for’ E I. Let q E fo, 1,
n} and g
(0, q) form, continuously differentiable on 1.

on

the

be

a

...,

Assume :

(a) 81 82 for’ outside some compact set c 1:, and in case g is not
compactly supported, that KSl and KS2 are compactly supported in
the’ variable;
=

or

or

Then:

Where

setting

S(’, z, À)

-

(1 - 2) 8, + ÀS2 and 6

=

at+ aF + da,

and,

PROOF. First we check that the terms which appear in the formulas
to be established, make sense. The hypotheses ensure that the relevant
component of K is compactly supported in (, and in case (b) and (c) that
the relevant components of K,., and KS2 are compactly supported. This is
due to degree considerations.
Indeed, for ( outside some compact set, in case (a), S does not depend
on 2, so no d2 is available for the integration. In case (b), no d( is available
from K, and in case (c) no dz is available. The result, then, follows from
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the

computation

of

J gAK,

using Stokes formula,

as

in

[8],

where V

b(V x [0,1])

is

One

eliminates,

term(b),OV) x Ibeing
gAK;

and this is.

relatively compact open set in 1:, chosen large enough,.
again by degree consideration, the boundary
a

(b V) x [0,1]

the reason for the restriction q
n + (n - 2).
sion (2n - 2)

n -

3,

in

case

7

of real dimen-

b V

=

Consider S(C, z) a section of the Leray bundle de f ined for z in
open set wand C E 1:. Let g be a continuously differentiable (0, q ) form,
defined and db-closed on the neighborhood of some compact set H in E.
LEMMA 2.

some

If
(0153) S is « holomorphic » iYz Q (dbS

=

0) fo’t , i H, and

0

q

n -

3;

q

0,

or

(fl)
then, for

This

S is

holomorphic in z when H, and 0 c q
defined on 1: and compactly supported,
z E

n,

and, if

=

g is

w, set :

definition

makes

sense

and

g

is

i closed.

PROOF. Let us first assume, if we are in case (fl), that q =F 0.
The hypotheses ensure that the relevant component of Ks vanishes
when C 0 H, hence on the set where g fails to be continuous or even defined.
And, for this reason, we can assume that g is defined and continuously
differentiable on E. Fix ZOE w. For z near z° define 81(C, z) by « freezing
the coefficients » (a well known trick) : 81(C, z)
8(C, z°). Define gl using .Ksl.
instead of Ks. When applying Lemma 1, (b or c) observe that the term
T(J,g) vanishes. Indeed, by considerations on the degree in d’ (caste oc)
or in dz (case fl), we get that the relevant component of .K vanishes at
the points where dbg =F o. So the homotopy formula reduces to: gl = g
+ dz(...). Since Si is holomorphic in z, gl = 0 if q &#x3E; 1, and, if q
0, gl is a
holomorphic function. In both cases one sees that ag = 0.
Now, to treat the case q = 0 in (fl), we modify slightly the technique
for freezing the coefficients. Let X be a smooth function which is idelltically 1 on H, and is compactly supported in E, and such that X(C) = 0 if
abg(C) =A 0. Then, set: 81(C, z) X(C)8(C, ZO) + (1 - X(C))S(C, z).
Using now case (a) in Lemma 1, the proof ends as above. Because no
dÂ will appear, the component of .K which is to be used in the integral
T(Jbg), vanishes at the points where abg is not 0.
=

=

=
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Part I.

1.0. - Let

us

recall

a

result of

[2].

(AH): «Let U be a pseudo convex set in Cn, and 27 be a smooth real
hypersurface which divides U into two regions U+ and U-. Let g be a
smooth ab-closed (0, q) form defined on 27 (0 q n), then there exist g+
and g- (0, q) forms dcfined respectively on U+ and U-, smooth up to E,
ð-closed, and such that on E g = g+- g- ».
For the convenience of the reader we sketch the very simple proof given
in [2]. First, one can extend 9 to a smooth form g defined on U and such
that ig vanishes at infinite order on E ([2], Lemma 2.2). This is a question
about the Taylor expansion of g along E. Extend g. Formally,one can set:
9 = 9 + IX:l Q + - - - + CXk Q’ + - - - ( C a defining function for E); the coefficients
( (0, q)-forms) «k are inductively selected (see also the proof of Theorem 2.3.2’
in [10]). Whitney’s extension theorem is then used to produce g, which
is a smooth form having the above expansion near E. Set,

Then 0 is a smooth 9-closed (0, q + I)-form
smooth (0, q)-form defined on U such that Jy

on
=

0.

U. So there exists y
Set

a

We remark that Propositions 1 and 2 (but not 2’) below are consequences
of (AH), at least in the smooth case. But the smoothness assumption can
also be relaxed in the proof above, and the real analyticity in the conclusion
of Proposition 2 can also be obtained.
Our motivation for presenting these Propositions in the following. First,
we want to emphasize the method (as it should be clear from the title of
this paper). It is an extension of techniques used in [1]and [8], and Propositions 1 and 2 are easy applications. Also, it should be useful to have formulas
involving explicit integral kernels, for example to establish estimates in

various

norms.
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1.1. - Let
the

us

Proposition

begin with a very general remark. A « global version » of
is due to Aizenberg and Dauto v [11], Th. 2.11.

PROPOSITION 1. Let E be a el real hypersurface in some neighborhood
of
Cn, 0 E E. And let Lo be a de f ining f unetion for E, E divides Cn, near 0,
in two regions : Q+ defined by e
0, and Q- defined by e &#x3E; 0.
For every Ut neighborhood of 0, there exists U2 a smaller neighborhood
of 0 such that:
For every q E {0, 1, ..., n} and every continuously differentiable db-closed
form g defined on the set E nUl, there exist smooth d-closed forms g+ and g(given, mod de, by explicit integral formulas) defined respectively on U, n Q+
and U2 n Q-, extending continuously to En U2, such that on En U2, g = g+
g-. If the data (E and g) are smooth, g-:1 are obtained smooth up to E.
0 in

-

that UI is open and bounded. Let H be
compact neighborhood of 0 in E, included in UI. There exist a &#x3E; 0 and U2
neighborhood of 0 such that for every z E U2 and’ E (E n U1) - H
PROOF.

And

we

Let

We

take
Z be

can assume

a
a

U2 c U1.
smooth function defined on I r)

a

Ul such that: 0 X 1,

n

z(Q) = 00 if
X(C)
if (!;w HH

and
and

=

=

Inf Re
(RenE (Cj((; - Zj)z;)ëj)Q;)

if Inf

ZE u2

-

-

M/2
rx/2

so, in par-

j=1

patches the sections ë
X(!;)) ë, for!; c- E 0 U1 and

One

ticular, if ( e U2).

=== X(!;)B(!;, z) + (1

X(C)-l1
x(!;)

and B
z

by setting: S(!;, z)

E U2.

n

n

Then, if - 0,E, Re 2: (Cj - zj) sj (C, z) &#x3E; 0, since (!;j- Zj)(!;j- Zj) &#x3E; 0
j=1

1 and 1 -

X(C)

section of the
that:

=

0 if

Re j=1
2: (Cj - zj)ëj °. So,

Leray bundle,

0

X

j=1

1ft

defined

this

for!; E I (’) U1

provides
and

z E

us

with 8

U2- E,

a

such

and

simultaneously the case q 0, we can modify g outside
of
H in order to make it to be compactly supported
neighborhood
in U1 (but no longer ab-closed outside this neighborhood of H).
Define now
In order to treat

some

=
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First we treat the smooth case. It follows from Lemma 2, condition P,
that go are a-closed, and from the remark 0.2 that there exists h a smooth
(0, q -1) form defined on I f1 U2 such that g go - go + d(!/Bh. Let still
denote by h a smooth extension of h to U2 f1 Q+. Set g- - go and g+
== gt + a(Oh) (if q 0, read g+ = gt); g-x have the desired properties.
If the data are only c1 then go are continuous up to 1:, and we find h
continuous. Then we extend continuously h as a smooth function on
U2 f1 Q+, in such a way that the extension has a gradient whose norm is
-o(l/e) when approaching 27 (use some harmonic extension). Again g+ = go
+ a(eh) has the desired properties.
=

=

1.2. - Let

us now

do the localization in

just

one

variable. This

gives :

PROPOSITION 2. Let {9 be a bounded open set in Cn, whose boundary is cont’inuously differentiable. Let w1 and w1 be open sets in C such that the closure
-of wi is included in w1. Set

(0, q) form defined on 1:, continuously differentiable and a,-closed.
If 0 q n, there exist i-closed f orms g+ and g- defined respectively on Q+
-and Q-, real analytic on D± and having continuous extension to E sa,tisfying
g = g+ - g- on J:.
If bO and g are smooth (ero), then g-.1= can be chosen smooth up to E.
Let g be

q

a

The next
n -3

Proposition gives useful

additional information in the

case

PROPOSITION 2’ (Same notations as in Proposition 2). Let us assume
that O is strongly pseudo convex or smooth and weakly pseudo convex. Then,
if 0 q n - 3, one can obtain in addition that g- extends as a d-closed form
on Cn - b, which vanishes for Zl outside some arbitrarily chosen neighborhood

of Wt.
(Of

g- is no longer real
relation » with g on bO - J:.)
course

REMARK.

for

The real

(n - 2) forms,

analytic

outside

Q-,

and there is

analyticity in Proposition 2 will be used
Proposition 2’ does not apply.

to which

no

« jump

later

only
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PROOF

equal

to 1

OF

C"° function defined on C, 0
of WI and 0 outside some larger
whose closure is assumed to be contained in t6i .

PROPOSITION 2.

on some

borhood of Col,

Let X be a

neighborhood

y 1,
neigh-

For z c- S?+u Q- and e Eset S(, z) = X(,)B(, z) + (I - z,),
0, 0,

...,

tion. If

0)

where

q &#x3E; 1,

B( " z)

=

(tl - Z-1,

...,

t n - zn) is the Boch.ner-Martinelli sec-

set

Observe that the section S is holomorphic in z for ( outside some compact set in 1, so the remarks in Part 0 apply and one gets that: g:: are
well defined and 8-closed (lemma 2) and have continuous, resp. smooth
if the data are smooth, extensions tao 27 such that go - go - g (mod 9p)
(0. 2 Remark, o being a defining function for Z, smooth if 27 is smooth).
Also it is clear that go are real analytic. Let h be a continuous (resp. smooth)
(0, q - 1) form defined on Z such that g’ - 9, - 9 + aeA h on Z.
Consider a real analytic continuous extension of h to Q+ which in case
the data are smooth is smooth on 17+ U Z, and in case the data are only C1
has a gradient whose norm is o(l/e) when approching 27 (again using harmonic extension).
Set g- = go and g+
go - j(,oh). Then g-1:. have the desired properties.
Again, if q 0, for the definition of go we just have to replace g by
some function compactly supported and agreeing with g on a neighborhood
of the closure of the set ((, X(’1) 01; and go = g±.
=

=

PROPOSITION 2’. Since we could as well start from an enlarged
open set (o,, it is enough to prove Proposition 2’ with the conclusion that
the jump formula g(z)
g+(z) - g-(z), and the real analyticity of g±, hold
for
in
fixed
zi
any
just
compact set in w1.
start
with
the
Then,
same g± as previously; we will modify somewhat
and extend g-. But we will now benefit from the holomorphy of the section
(1/(’1- Z1), 0, ...,0) in the Q variable.
PROOF

oF

=

(i)) Preleminary step: There exists a section of the Leray bundle
L(Q, z) defined for z w o and’ E bO, smooth in both variables and holomorphic in , for all fixed z. Indeed, for each zo - (zo,
z.0) 06 it is
to
find
functions
on "0 such
on
smooth
possible
holomorphic
0,
rp1, ..., rpn
...,

n

that z (’j- z7)rpj(’)
1

=

1

on

O

([9]).

For z near z°

one

still has
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Using a partition
by patching together

of unity in the z variable on constructs
the local sections rpl , ... ,cpn.

(-L,,

...,

Ln)

be any compact set included in WI. Let y be a smooth
C which is identically 1 on H and is compactly supported in WI:

(ii) Let H
function

on

S#(, z)

Set

=

1p(ZI) S(, z) + (1 - 1p(ZI)) L(, z),

and set

For ZI E wi - H, g# is well defined and a-closed,
now due to condition a in Lemma 2. For z1 outside some compact set in
cvi, V(z,) = 0. So S# is holomorphic in C and the component of Ks# of
degree n - q - 1 in ë is o. Hence g# (z) 0. Extend now g# on Cn- O
outside Q- by setting it to be 0. The form gi is the desired modification
of g-.
If

z, c H, g# (z)

=

g-(z).

=

REMARK.

The

condition q =A n -

2 is used for the

homotopy

(Lemmas 1 and 2); that is, it is used to get that g# is a-closed, and
the support condition.
If q = 0, the conclusion is, of course, that g- - 0.

formula
not for

Part II

In this

formulas studied in Part I, to solve the
however begin with a standard reduction of the

part

we use

the

equation a,u problem.

g. Let

us

jump

II.1. - Lest 27 be a smooth real hypersurface in Cn and
E = U 1:j where each Ei is an open subset of lh and Ej

assume

c 1:j+l.

that
For

aEN

fi,
(A,,)

n},

consider the two

following conditions :
For every smooth and j,-closed (0, q) form g on E, there exists u a,
smooth (0, q -1) form verifying ab u = g on E.
(Ba) For every j E N there exists kj &#x3E; j such that for every smooth and
ab-closed (0, q) form g on Ik, there exists u a smooth (0, q - 1) form
verifying ab u = g on 1:j.
q

E

... ,

LEMMA 3.

If q &#x3E; 1,

then

((Bq)

and

(Bq-l)) implies (Aq) .
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For q 1: If every smooth åb-closed (i.e. OR) function def ined on a neighborhood of Ej in E is the limit on Ej (in the Coo topology) of a sequence of f unctions which are smooth and ab-closed on E then (B1) implies (A1) .
=

(Bq) and (Bq-I) are true. Without loss of generality
that kj+l&#x3E; kj for every j. Let g be a (0, q ) form, smooth
and ab-closed, defined on E. For each j there exists uj such that dbUj = g
on
};kJ+l. We have db(Uj+1 - Uj) 0 on };ki+l. So, there exists Yj such that
dbYi === Uj+l- Uj on Ej+l; restrict 1’j to Ej and then extend it to a smooth
Then Bbuj+l === g on 1:ki+2 and
(0, q -1) form Yj. Set
on Ej. And this is the way to transform the sequence Uj into a
convergent (stationary on each compact) sequence.
If q 1, set
Uj+l + Pj, where P; is a db-closed function on Z
which approximates uj - Uj+l on 2",. This leads to a convergent sequence.
PROOF. Assume that

one can assume

=

Uj+l === Uj+l- BbYj.

2

U1+1 === Uj

U1+1 ==

=

11.2. - PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3 (stated in the introduction).
of 11.1 in order to establish (I) it is enough to prove (I’).

(I’): Let

e&#x3E;

0,

and g be a smooth

In view

db-closed (0, q) f orm defined on the open set
IZII 1/2- e/4. Set EI === {ZE Sn, ]zi]

in Sn (the unit sphere in Cn) given by

i-e}. Then, if 1q,n-3,
on

EI

PROOF.

is

a

a-closed

dbU

such that

=

there exists n a smooth

f orm defined

g.

2’ allows us to write g
1 and
form defined on the set {lzl

Proposition

=

g+ -

IZII

where g+
smooth
form defined on the
g-

1 -

on

EI,

e/2} and

g- is a smooth a-closed
smooth
extension to the set {ZESn, IZI/I-e/2}.
set {lzl&#x3E;l}, having
Consider 0+ a smooth strictly convex domain contained in the unit
ball of Cn, included in the region {IZII
1 - e/2} and such that .E1 c b0+,
and 0" a smooth strictly convex domain containing the unit ball of C" and
such that bO- n 8n = EI. Solving (cf. [12]) the equations dbU+ === g+ and
ðbu- === g- respectively on bO+ and &#x26;0" one gets on .E1: db(U+- u-) g.
So, u u+ - u- is a solution.
In order to prove (II) it is enough to prove:
on

the closure of this

set, and

a

=

=

(II’ ) : Let e&#x3E; 0, and g be a smooth db-closed (0, q) f orm defined on the open set
in Sn defined by [zi ( &#x3E; § + e/8. Set Z[ = {ZE Sn, IZll&#x3E; i + E}. Then, if
1 : q : n - 2, there exists u a smooth f orm defined oYz Z§ such that db U
g.
=

PROOF. If qn - 3 the proof is not different from the
So let us concentrate on the case q = n - 2.

g

=

proof given above.

(a) According to Proposition 2 we can write on Snn {IZll &#x3E; 1/2 + e/4},
g+ - g-, where g+ is a smooth ab-closed form on ()z I, (zi &#x3E; 1/2 + E/4}
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to the closure of this set, and where g- is a real analytic
form
on
Q== {ZECn, (z [ &#x3E; 1 and (zi ) &#x3E; 1/2 + E )4) extending smoothly
ab-closed
to the set (z e Sn, IZll &#x3E; 1/2 + ë/4}. The solution of db u+ == g+ is similar to
the one in the previous case (considering a strictly pseudo convex domain
0+ contained in the set ()zi )( &#x3E; 1/2 + ë/2} n {lzl 1} and such that Z[ c bO+).

extending smoothly

The

ObV

=

on

g-

surface A

(b)

about g-. Instead of considering the
let us first solve the equation ObV
Cn, Izl &#x3E; 1, H = 2 + ë/2}!!

change is
=

Ll’
(z e

Solution of

ab v

=

g-

on

problem
=

on

g-

of
the

solving
hyper-

A:

Of course, the problem is completely different, since A is foliated by
(n -1) dimensional complex manifolds (zi fixed). Therefore it reduces to
solving for each z1 fixed (IZll === t + ë/2), and with smoothness in the
parameter Zl, the following problem:
be inclusion of 0’= {z’ E Cn-I, IZ’I&#x3E; ’t
VI - ( 2 + e)2)2) in Cn
One
tries
to
the
solve
given by z (z’ ) _ (zi, z’).
equation da === {J on 0’
the
back
in
is
via
r
a
is
sense of Cn-l) ».
the
pull
(and
of g
where fl
Observe that we are precisely in the wrong degree: the degree (n - 2)
in Cn-1 with a ball deleted. Consider the restriction oi fl to S’ the sphere
of radius r in Cn-1. The claim is that one can solve the equation da = fl
on S’. Since B is a (0, n - 2) form (again the yvrong, critical, degree) the
necessary and sufficient condition to solve this equation is condition (cf. [8]):
« Let

T

=

(0) I (J(z’)IBH(z’) dz,I A ... " dz§ = 0,

for all

polynomial

H.

z’ ES’

In order to check that this condition is

satisfied,

for H

fixed, define
y

for $ e C and )$ ) &#x3E; § + e )2 :

This is a smooth function of $, real analytic for &#x3E; -1 + e/2, (this is
place where we use the real analyticity of g-), and condition (C) to be
proved is that O(z,) - 0.
If &#x3E; 1, g-($, z’ ) defines a 9-closed form on the whole space x c,-i,
so, applying Stokes formula, one gets that 0($) = 0. Using the real analyticity of 0 one concludes that fl(zi) 0 as desired.
So, it is possible to extend fJ as a continuous 9-closed form on Cn-I,
smooth except possibly on S’ (extending a to the ball of radius r). This,
of course allows one to solve the equation ärx == fJ (fJ extended) on Cn-1.
Smooth dependence on z, can be obtained either by using the solutions of i
and ab given by the Neumann operator, or the explicit solutions of Henkin.

the

=
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REMARK.

Having in mind generalizations it is worth pointing out that,
according
formula, in condition ( C) we can replace the integration
on 8’ by the integration on, say, any sphere in Cn-1, of radius large enough
(larger than r). This makes the argument which followed more adaptable.
to Stokes

It follows from

(c)
defined

on a

modify v
for

(b) that there exists v
neighborhood of A such that: iv

to make it defined

lzil&#x3E;l 2 +
Consider

on

the set

a
=

smooth
g-

on

tz c C’, iz I&#x3E; I I

(0, n - 3)

A. We
and

can

form
then

identically 0

e.

now

g= - g- - iv. We have the

following properties :

The last property is the new feature. Consider now a smooth pseudoset U whose boundary consists of Z[, the set tizll = 1/2 + e/2,
lz I 1 + 61 (6 &#x3E; 0 and small), and a surface patching these two pieces,
lying in the set {Izl &#x3E; 1, 1/2 + e/2 iz,l 1/2 + e}. The interesting fact is
that g= extends trivially (by 0) as a smooth ab-closed form defined on the
whole boundary of U.
So (cf. [12], [13]), one can solve on bU the equation ju- - g= with
smooth u.
one has ib(tt+- u-) = g
convex

On Ll

REMARK. Instead of considering the open sets defined respectively by
the conditions lzl I -1 or Izi I &#x3E; -1, one could consider the open set in Sn
defined by: Zl E WI’ where WI is some open set in C. In general, one gets
solvability results for (0, q) forms only for I q i?, - 3. If mi is connected
and not included in the unit disk, then one gets solvability results for (0, q)
forms for :Iqn- 2. ’
11.3.

11.3.1. - We consider Q a bounded set in Cn whose boundary consists
of the real hyperplane II
{Re z1 = 0} and Z a C- real hypersurface located in the half space Re zl &#x3E; 0.
Still unpleasant hypotheses remain to be formulated. The first one,
which is really restrictive, is to guarantee the possibility of « bumping» 27
near II (and just there). More precisely we assume the following bumping
=

property :
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where:

1) D, is
2)

(*), 3)

Qrp r)

a

eoo, bounded, pseudo

convex

domain;

{Re z1 &#x3E; llp} - S2 n {Re z, &#x3E; llp};

for any e &#x3E; 0, E small enough (depending
relatively compact in Qrp n {Re z, -I.

on

p), Q n {Be zi = c}

is

=

we will do, seems rather technical (and it is
restrictive one). We assume that, for every p c N,
there exists a smooth pseudo convex domain
included in such that
n {Re z, &#x3E; 1/p}
Q n {Re z, &#x3E; 1/p}, and the closure of
is included
in the set {Re z, &#x3E; 0}, see note below.

The other

hypothesis,that

not clear that it is

a

Qj

Qj

Q:

=

E

(weakly) pseudoconvex

Observe that strict pseudo convexity of 1: near II or geometric strict
convexity is enough to guarantee the existence of such Qv and Qj. (For
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Q#

the construction of
some sphere and then

start with

one can

apply

the

technique

NOTE. J. E. Fornaess has shown
satisfied.

me

domain bounded by 27 and
of [15] to smooth this domain.)
a

that this last

hypothesis

is

always

PROPOSITION 4. Under the above hypotheses : Let g be any smooth (0, q)
f orm defined on 2:. If dbg == 0, and i f I q n - 3, then there cxz sts n a
smooth (0, q -1) f orm on 1:, such that on 1:, dbU === g.
If the following hypothesis (H) holds,

(H) « For 8 &#x3E; 0, E small enough, the hypersurface bQ r1 10 Re Zl el is
strictly pseudo convex, and the set D r1 fRe z, e) is polynomially convex »,
=

then the above conclusion also holds

To
holds.

the next statement

simplify

COROLLARY
and db-closed (0,

for q
we

-

will

it - 2

(n &#x3E;3).

assume

that the

hypothesis (H)

(Assuming hypothesis (H)). (i) If
q) form

on E has

a

smooth

I q it - 2, every smooth
i-closed extension to the half space

0.

Rez1&#x3E;

(ii) Let 1 r n - 1. If f is a smooth (0, r) form def incd on {j n {Re z1&#x3E; 0}
vanishing on 2:, then there exists v a smooth (0, r - 1) form defined on
S? n {Re z, &#x3E; 01, vacnishing on 2:, such that iv - f .
PROOF OF THE COROLLARY.
in the proposition, and call u the

M

= g

+

a,-OA k

on

1:.

(i) Is immediate. Just extend
extension; abu = g means that

Then rt - ek

(ii) First solve im - f with
11.1, 11.3.2). Then Joe - 0 on 27.

According
the set
If r
v = a -

1, a
rx#.

smooth on Q m tRe z, &#x3E; 0}
Observe that a is of degree

a

([111

and

(0, 9- - 1).

(i),

&#x3E;

I have stated the

by

is the desired extension.

if r &#x3E; 1 there exist oc#, a 8-closed extension of a/Z to
0). Set v - a - rx#.
lE extends as a holomorphic function a# on Q. Again set

to

{Re Zl
=

n obtained
for some k,

M. DERRIDJ

corollary

so

that it may be

compared

with results

[4].

In (H) the strict pseudo convexity hypothesis is done just
that, for e &#x3E; 0, s small enough, one can construct a smooth
pseudo convex domain % (taking the place of the domain U in the proof
of Proposition 3) such that bU consists of bQ n fRe Zl &#x3E; 2e), a neighbor-

REMARK.

to make

sure
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hood of Q n

{Re z,

e} in the set {Be zl e}, and a surface (patching these
in
D’. This construction can be done, « bending» the
pieces) lying
surface {Re zl
e} outside Q (using the polynomial convexity), « bumping »
bQ, and smoothing the domain obtained this way (cf. [15]).
=

=

two

=

II.3.2. - Proof of

Proposition 4,

for

Choose q, &#x3E; 0 such that condition
that Q# c {Re z1 &#x3E; 1]p}.

I q n - 3.

(*) p holds for E E (0, np ),

and such

CLAIM. Fix p e N. Let q E {1, ..., n - 3}. If g is a smooth (0, q) form
defined on 27 n f Re z, &#x3E; q,/8} and äb-closed, then there exists up a smooth
( 0, g -1 form on Z r) {Re z., &#x3E; I lp}, such that on this set: i, it, - g.
PROOF

27 n

27 n

OF THE CLAIM.

R (,. z,-

&#x3E;

9+ is

a

1] p/2}

Proposition

2’ allows

us

to write g =

g+ - g-

on

where :

a-closed form defined

on

Q

n

{Re z1 &#x3E; ’YJp/2},

smooth up to

{Re Zl &#x3E; ’YJp/2}.

g- is a smooth d-closed form defined on QC (the complementary set
of the closure of Q), identically 0 on fRe Zl 77,/41, and having a smooth
extension to Z n f Re z, &#x3E; q,,/2 1.

Proposition 2’ was stated for smooth domains to get g+ and gstep, use instead of Q the domain Qm for large m (1 /m q,/8).
that g- defines a smooth i-closed form on bQp (set it to
observe
Now,
be 0 if Re z1 c 0} : the only points where this is not immediate are the points
in bQp n Z, but these are located in E n fRe z, &#x3E;,q,,l (and this is the point
where I could not avoid the use of the bumping property). Therefore there
exists 1t-, a smooth (0, q - :f) form defined on bQ,, such that a,,u- - g- ([12],
[13]). According to [11] one can solve the equation au+ = g+ on Qj with
smooth it+. So, ending the proof of the claim, we obtain db(U+- 1t-) === g
Since

one

can, at this

on 27 n frez,&#x3E; l/p}.
The Proposition follows immediately from the claim, according to II.1,
for 2 q it - 3. To get the result for q = 1 (n &#x3E; 4), it is enough to prove
that: « Let s &#x3E; 0, and 0 a function holomorphic on Q n {Re z1 &#x3E; e} which
extends smoothly on Q n {Re z1 &#x3E; e}. Then there exists a sequence of functions 0, holomorphic on Q, smooth on Dy such that 0, tends to 16 in the COO

topology, on Q r) fRe z, &#x3E; 2 8} Set Q (z) = Ae"; the constants A and B
being chosen so that: IQ I 4 on fRe z, 8} and )Q)&#x3E;1 on (Re Zl:&#x3E; 2B}.
Let be a smooth function on Q such that y(z) 1 if IQ(z) I &#x3E; -1, and
x(z} = U if IQ(Z) I -21
=

241

The approximations Wj are determined by sotting Oj - ((Qi OX) - Ti) lQj;
7J. has to satisfy JTj = Qi 0 JX (and in order to solve this last equation
one may use the solution of i in Qm for 1/m ê).
This ends the proof of Proposition 4 for I q it - 3. And one can
remark that it is mainly a repetition of the proof of Proposition 2, with
the trouble of heavier notations. It was however written to make sure
that, using the results of [11] one gets results about weakly pseudo convex
domains. I think (hope) therefore that it is not necessary to give full details
of the proof for q = n - 2.
11.3.3. - Indications

on

the

proof of Proposition

4

for

q

=

n -

2

(n &#x3E; 3).

In view of 11.3.2 it is quite clear how to transpose the proof of 11.2. But
one point at least deserves some comment.
Given e &#x3E; 0 such that {j () {Re z1= el is polynomially convex, and g- a
smooth i-closed (0, n - 2) form defined on the intersection of D’ and of
the set {Re zi &#x3E; sl2l, one wants to solve äbv
g- on A - {z E Cn, Re zl = E,
where f2 is a « small» open neighborhood of {j fl {Re z1= e).
z0
For each $ = s + it (t e R) we can select
a (possibly void) smooth
strictly pseudo convex domain in Cn-’, whose closure is polynomially convex,
and such that D n {zl
D.
$) c ($)
=

D},

Q)

=

XQ’cc

(i) For each 8 we can solve, as in 11.2, an equation 8a fJ in (n - 1)
variables, namely on Cn-1 - Q;, where @ is the a-closed (n - 2) form obtained by pulling back g- on {Z ,, = $). Again, if D is not void, and using
Oka-Weil approximation theorem, the condition to be checked is that for
every polynomial H, in (n -1 ) variables:
=

As already mentioned, according
equivalent to the following:

to Stokes

formula,

this condition is

jfl(z’ ) A H(z’ ) dz§ A ... A dzll = 0 ,

I z’ , = R

R

being large enough so that Q is included
Setting now, for ?y = e + it (t e R) :

in the ball of radius R in C".
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ends the proof
(and so for every t
solve äb.
one

exactly as in II.2, observing that 0(27) 0 for large t
by analyticity), and using the results of [8] or [13] to
=

(ii) One must now proceed in order to obtain solutions (as in (i))
depending smoothly on $. This is first done locally observing that for $fl
near $ one still has D n {z,, == } c f} x Q’c .C2 so, one can work locally
with a fixed domain D’ and this makes easier to get smoothness (from [8]
or

[13]).

A global smooth solution is
in the $ variable.

finally obtained, using

a

partition

of

unity

REMARKS. In view of [14], smoothness assumptions, in Proposition 4,
hard to be discussed.
The case I q gt
3, in Propositions 3 and 4, could be treated in the
same way as the case q == n - 2. But the proof which was given seemed
seem

-

much simpler.
I wish to mention the paper [16] where a different
the local use of kernels, with different applications.

approach is given

for
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